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Ground-based pre-flight training and in-space just-in-time training and task rehearsal will continue to be an important
driver for exploration missions. On-board training systems will enhance the autonomy and effectiveness of exploration
crews. Long-duration missions preclude the possibility of easily substituting new crew members from the ground who
have been specially trained on specific emerging problems, new tasks, and scientific or mission operations. We will
continue to depend even more on the deep knowledge astronauts acquire of the idiosyncrasies of the flight systems they
live with and the tasks they have to perform. However, given the nature of the missions, onboard training opportunities
for individuals and teams will be necessary, such as in reconfigurable training and mission rehearsal systems. These
systems will enable the crews to keep their skill levels up to par and to develop new skills or practice new procedures to
resolve new challenges as they arise. 
Increasing communication delays between crews and ground support mean that astronauts need to be prepared to handle
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the unexpected on their own. As crews become more autonomous, their potential span of control and required expertise
grow much greater than is needed today. It is not possible to train for every eventuality ahead of time on the ground or
maintain such skills across long intervals of disuse. New training approaches must be skill-based rather than task-based,
emphasizing the acquisition of general skills such as avionics trouble-shooting, or even broader skills such as creative
problem solving. Furthermore, a team of experts is not necessarily an expert team. Thus, team training will be
particularly important, and especially so for multicultural and international crews on long-duration missions. Research in
many other high-risk domains (e.g., aviation, the military, nuclear power and medicine) shows that effective teamwork
can provide resilience in the face of challenging problems. The same is true for the people of Launch and Mission
Control, particularly as mission complexity increases and resources available for training decrease. 

The current length of crew and flight controllers training has been identified as a major issue in various crew reports
and debriefs, and it is predicted that future training will have to be more efficient. Leveraging from the investigation of
existing training and the analysis of current training principles and approaches conducted during FY2007 and FY2008,
a forward plan is proposed for FY2009-FY2011. Specifically, the proposal focuses on exploring some of the basics of
learning and of skill acquisition and retention, as well as their practical implementation in two distinct target operations
that provide a broad basis for principles and methodologies relevant for all aspects of NASA’s Exploration mission:
mission control, and medical operations. Because validating training implementations and particularly those aimed at
the long-term retention of skills takes time, this research must maintain its timeline so as to have finalized products in
time to meet Constellation needs. What’s more, intermediate products from this research effort benefit current missions
and allow for iterative improvement cycles with continuous feedback from key stakeholders. 

The approach taken in the proposal and the particular products pursued are the result of close collaboration with Mission
Operations Directorate (MOD) training organizations. Significant progress has been made in the past 2 years. MOD is
very interested in the proposed work which they find very responsive to their current and future needs. The same is true
for SD (Space Medicine Division) and its medical operations. 

For FY2009, products from this study will include prototype MOD team training protocols and tools, as well as
recommendations for the design of medical checklists incorporating training and decision support functions. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Future space missions will be very different from current missions. Mission durations will be significantly longer than
current Space Shuttle missions, new systems will be more complex than current systems, and resources will have to be
used more efficiently than they are at present. Furthermore, delays in communication between space crews and
Earth-based support will necessitate greater crew autonomy than is presently required. To adequately prepare NASA
personnel for these challenges, new training approaches, methodologies, and tools are required. This proposal outlines a
research program aiming at developing these training capabilities, and builds on significant accomplishments achieved
in the past year. 
Well-designed interfaces, tasks, procedures, and training are critical defense layers in preventing error, and in promoting
mission success. They are also critical for the early recognition of errors once made, and for minimizing the
consequences of errors. Thorough understanding of human cognition, learning, and skill acquisition are foundational
ingredients in the proper design process. As such, research in learning not only contributes to the design of training
programs, but also to the design of the systems and the procedures to be trained. Because validating training
implementations and particularly those aimed at the long-term retention of skills takes time, this research must
commence as soon as possible so as to have finalized products in time to meet the needs of the Constellation Program.
What’s more, intermediate products from this research effort benefit current missions and allow iterative improvement
cycles with continuous feedback from key stakeholders. With sufficient time for iterative cycles of development,
improvements in current training programs could lead to significant improvements in future systems design. This
opportunity to contribute to system design is the result of the fact that training programs must often compensate for
design deficiencies. 

  

Task Progress:

In an effort to streamline the way that International Space Station (ISS) flight controllers are trained, two new levels of
flight controller have been developed – Operators and Specialists. Operators will be trained to have basic system
knowledge at the level required for routine operations. Specialists will have a greater level of training and experience at
the level required for dynamic and non-normal operations. Trainees at both levels will be expected to gain proficiency
with far fewer lessons and far fewer training simulations than their predecessors. Thus, the training program will need to
change, replacing much of the on-the-job learning-by-example and experience to directed instruction and practice.
Providing trainees with an appropriate structure that they can begin to use immediately to organize their experiences can
give them the “jump start” they need. To this end, in collaboration with the Space Flight Resource Management
(SFRM) Working Group (WG), we constructed a model of Flight Controller’s problem solving and decision making
process. In this paper we examined the utility of this model. 
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